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this book has a greater number of sequence photographs than other books on aikido techniques previously published this will help beginners to understand what they need to pay attention in mastering basic movements it also has many close up photographs and photographs taken from some different angles which i hope will make techniques more understandable it will also be of great help to instructors in charge of beginners and children the basics explained in this book constitute the fundamentals of aikido techniques therefore you have to keep practicing them even after you are promoted to higher ranks i hope this book will help you to check what you have learned by observing your instructor's demonstrations at your dojo and thereby improve your skills preface before you start training nage waza nage katame waza katame waza developing kokyu ryoku aikido and the aikikai public utility foundation brief personal records of successive doshus ?? mitsuteru uesthiba was born on june the 27th 1981 the 56th year of the showa era as a grandson of morihei uesthiba he started working for the aikikai foundation and in 2015 became the director of the hombu dojo of aikido think of a corset as a blank canvas linda sparks the basics of corset building a handbook for beginners is a comprehensive guide to building
your first corset including section one tools and materials for corset building discusses the tools you
ll need plus types of steel plastic and textiles section two building a corset everything you need to
know about working with bones and busks setting grommets and eyelets and creating a beautifully
finished corset section three construction techniques covers all the steps including making a
modesty panel making a mock up and building single layer double layer and fashion fabric corsets
section four alterations and fit discusses commercial corset patterns as well as how to fit and style
a corset for exactly the look you want language the basics is not a textbook it does not attempt to
provide a comprehensive introduction to the subject instead it gently introduces beginning students
and general readers to the study of language written in an engaging and entertaining style this
book provides an overview of the key topics and an explanation of the basic terms and ideas
language the basics encourages the reader to think about the way language works and look again
at some popular misconceptions about language and what linguists do an ideal book for all school
college and university students and an essential purchase for anyone who s been accused of
splitting an infinitive in this book we show you the systems and tools that we use to take your business further than we have taken
ours in this book we share our recipe for success what we like to call our secret sauces our secret
sauces take an ordinary transaction and move it into an extraordinary moneymaker just by
mastering the basics of the business we are going to teach you how to be brilliant at the basics
peter vekselman joe mccall written by one of the founders of the field and addressing all of the
major issues world history the basics is both an ideal introduction to world history and an important
statement about the past present and future of the field terrorism the basics is an ideal starting point for anyone interested in one of the most discussed written about and analysed aspects of modern life common misconceptions are dispelled as the authors provide clear and jargon free answers to the big questions what does terrorism involve who can be classified as a terrorist what are terrorists trying to achieve who are the supporters of terrorism can there ever be an end to terrorist activity these questions and more are answered with reference to contemporary groups and situations allowing readers to relate theory to what they have seen on the news written with clarity and insight this book is the perfect first book on terrorism for students of all levels this is a lively and engaging introduction to education as an academic subject taking into account both theory and practice covering the schooling system the nature of knowledge and methods of teaching it analyses the viewpoints of both teachers and pupils just the basics of english grammar teaches only the most common and necessary grammar rules in clear easy to understand language each section is followed by several exercises and answer keys so you can practice the concepts and polish your writing skills many grammar workbooks are not only overpriced but tend to overwhelm readers with long explanations or dwell on uncommon exceptions to the rules just the basics of english grammar provides an affordable minimalist approach to teaching sentence correctness and style topics covered in this workbook include sentence fragments run on sentences punctuation shifts in tense faulty parallelism wordy sentences tips for improving style and more now in its updated third edition mri the basics is an easy to read clinically relevant introduction to the physics behind mr imaging the book features large size legible equations state of the art images instructive diagrams and questions and answers that are ideal for board review the american journal of radiology praised the previous edition as an excellent text for introducing
the basic concepts to individuals interested in clinical MRI this edition spans the gamut from basic physics to multiuse MR options to specific applications and has dozens of new images coverage reflects the latest advances in MRI and includes completely new chapters on k-space parallel imaging cardiac MRI and MR spectroscopy. Graham Bell, an internationally recognized evolutionary biologist, has written a simple text that avoids mathematical arguments or technical details while giving a rigorous introduction to the field. The book is organized as a series of short sections each designed to make a particular point and illustrated whenever possible by experimental results. Christianity the basics is a compelling introduction to both the central pillars of the Christian faith and the rich and varied history of this most global of global religions. This book traces the development of Christianity through an exploration of some of the key beliefs, practices, and emotions which have been recurrent symbols through the centuries. Christ, the kingdom of heaven, and sin, baptism, eucharist, and prayer, joy, divine union, and self-denial encompassing the major epochs of Christian history and examining the unity and divisions created by these symbols. Christianity the basics is both a concise and comprehensive introduction to the Christian tradition. Nikon Corporation, since its inception in the early 1900s, has become one of the key players in the production of electronic and photographic devices. The mega company is now responsible for the manufacture of some of the trendiest and most efficient cameras on the market. In its quest to maintain its place in this dynamic field, Nikon has created and launched another digital camera—the latest in the digital line of cameras from Nikon comes in the form of the mirrorless Z6. The new camera was launched in mid-2018 and has received accolades for performance as well as new features. Hard work beats talent when talent doesn't work hard. Discover the exciting world of volleyball with the new Volleyball Learn the Basics, the history, the rules, and how to play in 30 minutes. Book this concise guide offers an in
depth look into the exhilarating sport of volleyball and will give you a strong foundation for understanding and playing the game. This engaging book starts with the brief history and origin of volleyball, charting the game's evolution from its early inception to its modern-day popularity. It then delves into the basic rules and objective of the game, clearly outlining the fundamental principles that govern the sport. Next, you'll explore the equipment chapter, where you'll understand the importance of various volleyball gear. Learn about volleyball net and court dimensions, volleyball ball types and sizes, and essential gear for players. This section offers a comprehensive guide to the equipment that shapes the game. Once equipped with this knowledge, the fundamentals of volleyball chapter will guide you through the basic skills for serving, passing, setting, hitting, blocking, and digging. Detailed descriptions and tips on techniques for footwork, hand positioning, and body positioning will get you up and moving in no time. Further, the strategies and game play section is packed with insights into offensive and defensive strategies, team dynamics, and communication and scoring. Game formats will enable you to understand the tactical aspects of the game and will help in developing your strategic thinking skills on the court. The guide also features a chapter on advanced techniques and training, offering you insights on advanced skills such as jump serving, jump hitting, and jump blocking. This along with strength and conditioning exercises to improve performance and tips for improving your gameplay and taking your skills to the next level will provide you with the tools needed to progress your volleyball capabilities. Finally, get inspired with the famous players chapter, providing a snapshot of volleyball's most influential figures, their accomplishments, and their impact on the sport. Volleyball Learn the basics, the history, the rules, and how to play in 30 minutes is perfect for beginners looking to understand and engage with volleyball as well as intermediate players seeking to enhance their knowledge and skills. Grab your copy today.
and immerse yourself in the exciting world of volleyball
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The Basics of Bioethics

Fourth Edition

Offers an easy to follow introduction to this dynamic field intended for healthcare professionals, teachers, students, and anyone interested in bioethics. Accessible and enjoyable for readers of all backgrounds, the book contains numerous cases including ones that recently have dominated international headlines to help anchor the broader discussion. The text is suitable for use in short courses in schools of medicine, nursing, and other health professions, continuing professional education, various undergraduate departments, and adult education. Chapters are organized around common moral themes in order to help readers understand the values and other connections that tie together different positions in bioethics. This fourth edition adds a new chapter on alternative frameworks in bioethics including narrative ethics and casuistry, feminist approaches, care ethics, and virtue ethics. Due to significant advances in genetics and reproductive possibilities, this new edition devotes a full chapter to each the combined teaching, research, and clinical experience of the two authors helps make this edition current with the evolving field of bioethics while still embedding the major issues in a systematic framework that allows readers easily to navigate the
larger field key changes to the fourth edition an added chapter on new and emerging approaches in bioethics including those based on virtue ethics casuistry and narrative ethics feminist ethics and care ethics updates throughout the book based on developments in ethical theory and new medical research revisions and updates to the learning objectives key terms bibliographies and urls the addition of multiple recent case studies including jahi mcmath an undocumented patient who needs a rule bent a pediatrician who turns away unvaccinated patients a minor eligible for pediatric bariatric surgery a daughter suing a hospital for non disclosure of her father's huntington's diagnosis crispr edited newborn babies this book is a survey of symbolic interaction in thirteen short chapters it traces the history the social philosophical roots the founders movers and shakers and evolution of the theory symbolic interactionism the basics takes the reader along the exciting but tortuous journey of the theory and explores both the meta theoretical and mini theoretical roots and branches of the theory symbolic interactionism or sociological social psychology traces its roots to the works of united states sociologists george hebert mead charles horton cooley and herbert blumer and a canadian sociologist erving goffman other influences are harold garfinkel's ethnomethodology and austrian american alfred schutz's study of phenomenology symbolic interactionism basics explores the philosophical sources of symbolic interactionism including pragmatism social behaviorism and neo hegelianism the intellectual origins of symbolic interactions can be attributed to the works of william james george simmel john dewey max weber and george herbert mead mead is believed to be the founder of the theory although he did not publish any academic work on the paradigm the book highlights the works of the intellectual heirs of symbolic interactionism herbert blumer mead's former student who was instrumental in publishing the lectures his former professor posthumously with the title symbolic interactionism erving goffman
and Robert Park the basics of digital forensics provides a foundation for people new to the digital forensics field. This book teaches you how to conduct examinations by discussing what digital forensics is, the methodologies used, key tactical concepts, and the tools needed to perform examinations. Details on digital forensics for computers, networks, cell phones, GPS, the cloud, and the internet are discussed. Also, learn how to collect evidence, document the scene, and how deleted data can be recovered. The new second edition of this book provides you with completely up-to-date real-world examples and all the key technologies used in digital forensics as well as new coverage of network intrusion response, how hard drives are organized, and electronic discovery. You'll also learn how to incorporate quality assurance into an investigation, how to prioritize evidence items, examine triage case processing, and what goes into making an expert witness. The second edition also features expanded resources and references, including online resources that keep you current. Sample legal documents and suggested further reading help you learn what digital forensics entails, build a toolkit, and prepare an investigative plan. Understand the common artifacts to look for in an exam.

Second edition features all new coverage of hard drives, triage, network intrusion response, and electronic discovery, as well as updated case studies, expert interviews, and expanded resources and references. This book provides a clear and very broadly based introduction to crystallography—light, X-ray, and electron diffraction—a knowledge which is essential to students in a wide range of scientific disciplines but which is otherwise generally covered in subject-specific and more mathematically detailed texts. The text is also designed to appeal to the more general reader since it shows by historical and biographical references how the subject has developed from the work and insights of successive generations of crystallographers and scientists. The book shows how an understanding of crystal structures—both inorganic and organic—may be built up from simple ideas of
atomic and molecular packing beginning with two dimensional examples of patterns and tilings the concepts of lattices symmetry point and space groups are developed penrose tilings and quasiperiodic structures are also included the reciprocal lattice and its importance in understanding the geometry of light x ray and electron diffraction patterns is explained in simple terms leading to fourier analysis in diffraction crystal structure determination imageformation and the diffraction limited resolution in these techniques practical x ray and electron diffraction techniques and their applications are described a recurring theme is the common principles the techniques are not treated in isolation the fourth edition has been revised throughout and includes new sections on fourier analysis patterson maps direct methods charge flipping group theory in crystallography and a new chapter on the description of physical properties of crystals by tensors chapter 14 the basics of public budgeting and financial management brings budgetary theory and practice together filling the void between the two that has existed in the field of budgeting and public finance this book bridges the gap by providing students with applications and exercises that reinforce budgetary theory these exercises are the key to ensuring that students leave the classroom with knowledge and marketable skills specifically students will be exposed to basic budget and finance concepts but more importantly they will complete assignments where they apply the information in various settings for example creating tax structures conducting a financial management plan risk assessments cost benefit analysis and so on this handbook also shows students how to best utilize tools that allow them to visually display budgets and other budgetary data students will gain the solid foundation needed to begin work in a budget office while the original purpose of the book is the same the third edition of the book provides a few new thematic sections as well as homework questions and classroom assignments that reinforce the topical areas the ancillary materials make
the process very easy for an instructor to organize their lectures around thematic areas the book is a must read for instructors who are considering a course that introduces students to budgeting and finance and those who want students to learn the basic components of budgeting and financial management. "Your Voice" the basics features material previously published in "Your Voice: An Inside View" second edition 2012 along with significant new material. The book might be viewed as the condensed version of the original text since its original publication in 2004. "Your Voice" has become the most widely used primary textbook in voice pedagogy courses throughout the United States and Canada, but a great number of teachers and students have asked me to provide something that was a bit less dense, something that really focused on the basic elements of anatomy, physiology, vocal resonance, voice analysis, and vocal health. Modernism: The Basics provides an accessible overview of the study of modernism in its global dimensions, examining the key concepts, history, and varied forms of the field. It guides the reader through the major approaches, outlining key debates to answer such questions as what is modernism, how did modernism begin, has modernism developed differently in different media, how is it related to postmodernism and postcolonialism, how have politics, urbanization, and new technologies affected modernism? With engaging examples from art, literature, and historical documents, each chapter provides suggestions for further reading, histories of relevant movements, and clear definitions of key terminology, making this an essential guide for anyone approaching the study of modernism for the first time.

Corporate Finance: The Basics is a concise introduction to the inner workings of finance at the company level. It aims to take the fear out of corporate finance and add the fun in presenting the subject in a way that is simple to grasp and easy to digest. Its aim is to explain and demystify the essential ideas of corporate finance, avoiding the heavy use of maths and formulae. The calculations and figures in the book are purely to
illustrate fundamental concepts appealing to readers common sense rather than stretch their ability to do number crunching topics covered include financial statements through the corporate finance lens how to make investment decisions cash versus profit net working capital management how to determine the value of a business through the use of a subject map this book explains how the key components of the subject are connected with each other strengthening the reader s understanding this book is the ideal introduction for anyone looking for a short yet scholarly overview of corporate finance master s thesis from the year 2021 in the subject english language and literature studies literature grade 2 5 university of cologne englisches seminar ii language english abstract the master thesis is divided into five chapters the first is dedicated to the theoretical concepts and aristoteles motives that form tragedy also william shakespeare s classic romeo and juliet is going to be mentioned briefly thus it is the foundation for the narration of west side story and its relation the second chapter focuses on the concept of the american dream and the theoretical background of migration to the us and the aspiration of living a new prosper life in the us also the juvenile crime conflicts that occurred in the late 50s and early 60s in the us moreover the racial problems that captivated society in that specific period besides a major aspect is going to be the historiography of the puerto rican immigration to the us and how much it influenced west side story which is why there will also be an intensive illustration of the topic of migration and representation of minorities in media and how the movies work with stereotyping based on the three film examples from its modern influenced and ballet like choreography to its unique score and its subject themes of gang fights immigration and love the story of west side story seems to have been very progressive for audiences at the time and the topic of teenage gang fights and culture clashes was particularly accurate west side story inspired by romeo and juliet is about pre dominantly two teenage
protagonists maria and tony who are being lost in the jungle in the mecca of america new york city the metropolis of modernity both are pushed into their misery through the hate of race to this very day not only the story but the film has become one of the biggest film musical dramas in the history of movies according to barrios on broadway west side story scored a significant hit and became even more immortal on screen it was a movie different from anything that had come before when west side story opened on broadway in 1957 it caused a massive sensation and became the attraction in the world of musical theatre many americans had seen shakespeare adapted for the broadway stage before according to andrea most west side story was a musical based on one of shakespeare s tragedies that has drew the conventions of both musical comedy and of shakespearean tragedy it tested boundaries of both genres ultimately inhabiting a hybrid form ideally suited to express the tensions and social concerns of 1950s american liberal culture get cooking with this beginner s reference that covers essential equipment kitchen staples illustrated techniques and easy recipes this is a handbook for the starter cook ingredients and techniques are listed alphabetically for quick and easy reference and it provides the basic methods and techniques for dealing with vegetables fruits meat fish poultry grains legumes breads and pasta with advice on how to clean store prepare and cook each entry line drawings illustrate techniques such as dicing slicing coring fruit and rubbing in fat and where appropriate a very simple recipe such as a basic broth or pie is included which allows the reader to develop the skills demonstrated entries also cover simple but easily forgotten information such as how to poach an egg and at what temperature to roast a chicken unlike other books that promote a specific process and performance improvement discipline this book shows organizations how to achieve success by fixing basic operational issues and problems using a broad and wide sweeping process based toolkit in
addition it helps individuals who have worked in stale or siloed thinking enterprises make the tra do you want to learn about horses but don t want to read long books that are filled with too much information that can be overwhelming look no further horses are a dream for many people whether we want to love on them ride them own them or all the above we seem to be drawn to horses many people are intimidated by the size of these beautiful creatures another challenge is where to start to learn about horses this book is short to the point and will give you a good overview and basic introduction to horses what s included in this pocket guide to horses an introduction to horses and what they eat how to keep them healthy safety around horses definitions of horse related terminology getting started with horse riding this book skips all the fluff and just gets down to the basics so you are not overwhelmed with too much data as you begin your journey with horses if you are curious about horses and want to learn more about them without being overwhelmed then scroll up and click the buy button see you inside now in an updated third edition archaeology the basics provides a straightforward and engaging introduction to the world of archaeology this book answers key questions about how and why we practice archaeology and examines the theories and themes underpinning the subject fully updated this new edition includes a wide range of examples and new material on key growth areas including evolutionary approaches in current archaeology the archaeology of landscape and place the impact and value of archaeology conflict archaeology and the politics of the past with 12 new illustrations four new boxes and additional case studies this text is essential reading for all those beginning to study archaeology and anyone who has ever questioned the past text research methods the basics is an accessible user friendly introduction to the different aspects of research theory methods and practice structured in two parts the first covering the nature of knowledge and the reasons for research and the second the specific
methods used to carry out effective research this book covers structuring and planning a research project the ethical issues involved in research different types of data and data quality analysing and organising data to draw sound conclusions writing up and displaying data in effective ways text complete with a glossary of key terms and guides to further reading this book is an essential text for anyone coming to research for the first time and is widely relevant across the social sciences and humanities this textbook provides students with the background knowledge and skills necessary to begin using the basic functions and features of z vm version 5 release 3 it is part of a series of textbooks designed to introduce students to mainframe concepts and help prepare them for a career in large systems computing for optimal learning students are assumed to be literate in personal computing and have some computer science or information systems background others who will benefit from this textbook include z os professionals who would like to expand their knowledge of other aspects of the mainframe computing environment this course can be used as a prerequisite to understanding linux on system z after reading this textbook and working through the exercises the student will have received a basic understanding of the following topics the series z hardware concept and the history of the mainframe virtualization technology in general and how it is exploited by z vm operating systems that can run as guest systems under z vm z vm components the z vm control program and commands the interactive environment under z vm cms and its commands z vm planning and administration implementing the networking capabilities of z vm tools to monitor the performance of z vm systems and guest operating systems the rexx programming language and cms pipelines security issues when running z vm identify your goals and be determined towards achieving it many people have this perceptions that they cannot achieve their goals in life they think that they can never achieve their goal and have the fear to fail
before achieving it this book has all secret about how to achieve your goal without any hindrance
read this book to know more through techniques tips and trusted recipes mastering the basics
baking will guide both the novice cook and the competent baker who wishes to extend their skills
through the basics of baking and beyond from indulgent chocolate cake and melt in the mouth
citrus scented biscuits to scottish shortbread french macarons and traditional sponge cake this
collection of reliable recipes is presented in an aspirational yet very approachable design step by
step photography and a useful basics chapter that contains all the building blocks techniques and
basic recipes provide extra help to ensure success every time the oven is turned on also in the
series mastering the basics pasta mastering the basics desserts and mastering the basics pies
tarts pastries jermaine jenkins has written a very savvy and practical guide to teach and remind
everyone the basics areas of life they need to be focused on to become and remain successful in
life jermaine does not recall one person taking the time to teach him about credit scores taxes
college etc so he pours his heart into this book to educate others in success starts here jermaine
teaches and explains the importance of all these subjects jermaine gives simple examples of how
not having a college degree or trade could affect your income over a lifetime he gives information
on how to attend college for free and receive a good income paying job immediately after
graduating from college jermaine explains the importance of public speaking and why americans
should be searching for a career instead of a job success starts here is a life style changing book it
teaches and reminds everyone of all income classes about the little things that will make your life
and career successful this book will change your thinking in a very positive way you re no idiot of
course you know that the joy of fishing comes with skill patience and the right equipment you can
get yourself to the water and relax but when it comes to baiting your hook and casting your cares
away you feel like a minnow swimming with the sharks don’t throw back your angling ambitions just yet the complete idiot’s guide to fishing basics second edition gives you the essentials for a successful fishing expedition whether you’re heading for the local creek or the high seas in this complete idiot’s guide you get an emergency fishing guide to help get you started immediately the lowdown on tackle hooks lines sinkers and more all the right moves to feel hook play and land your catch the bottom line on what you’ll need and need to do if you want to flyfish saltwater fish or fish in still waters learn russian in 4 simple steps with living language complete russian the basics you’ll start by learning words and then you’ll progress to phrases sentences and conversations this simple four step building block approach will have you speaking with confidence right from the beginning and you’ll be able to learn gradually and effectively if you’re confident in your pronunciation then this coursebook includes everything you need vocabulary grammar culture and practice but you can also use this book along with the four hours of recordings included in the living language complete russian the basics compact disc package which also includes a handy learner’s dictionary this comprehensive coursebook includes 40 step by step lessons practical vocabulary and authentic everyday usage simple explanations and plenty of examples supplemental sections including e-mail and internet resources a comprehensive grammar reference section eastern philosophy the basics is an essential introduction to major indian and chinese philosophies both past and present exploring familiar metaphysical and ethical questions from the perspectives of different eastern philosophies including confucianism daoism and strands of buddhism and hinduism this book covers key figures issues methods and concepts questions discussed include what is the self is human nature inherently good or bad how is the mind related to the world how can you live an authentic life what is the fundamental nature of reality throughout the book the
relationships between eastern philosophy western philosophy and the questions reflective people ask within the contemporary world are brought to the fore with timelines highlighting key figures and their contributions a list of useful websites and further reading suggestions for each topic this engaging overview of fundamental ideas in eastern philosophy is valuable reading for all students of philosophy and religion especially those seeking to understand eastern perspectives this text provides readers with a comprehensive study of the mechanics of cell biology that aligns with core curriculum requirements in science topics covered range from the different types of cells plant and animal eukaryote and prokaryote and stem cells to the components of the cell such as the cell wall dna and plasma to cell locomotion and the cell cycle including cell division mitosis and meiosis finally the topic of cancer when cells divide uncontrollably is addressed in conclusion the title offers a biography section of the pioneers of dna research francis crick rosalind franklin and james watson whose research led us to understand the structure of dna along with authoritative content this title offers eye catching and informative images and illustrations to help keep readers engaged are you passionate about food and dream of becoming a chef if so the basics to becoming a chef a beginners guild to being a professional chef is your ultimate guide to embarking on a culinary journey that will take you from the basics to mastering the art of cooking in this comprehensive and inspiring book you will discover the secrets to becoming a successful chef whether you re a beginner in the kitchen or an aspiring culinary professional let s delve into the delicious details of what you ll find within the pages of this culinary masterpiece teach yourself programming starting with the basics and progressing to a series of exciting projects using kotlin one of today s hottest programming languages this book starts with the absolute basics and then introduces just enough syntax to get into some fascinating projects these include text processing a statistical analysis of
Jane Austen's novels solving anagrams and working with palindromes image processing cropping and resizing images and pixel transformation and computer vision finding digits parsing images and reading speed signs. The projects are developed in tiny steps and complete solutions are provided. Some of these projects include core data science concepts giving you skills in one of the most important areas of modern programming. Along the way you'll cover functional programming, object-oriented programming, OOP refactoring, and writing unit tests. After reading, learn to program with Kotlin, come away with practical insights and code to get you started right away with programming using Kotlin for your own projects. What you will learn: Gain the basics of Kotlin using the IntelliJ Java IDE, implement OOP with Kotlin along with unit testing and code refactoring using a series of text-related projects. Harness functional programming with Kotlin by building an image processing library, write software to locate and read speed signs in photos. Who is this book for? Anyone who wants to learn how to program or code from scratch, also great for experienced programmers who want to know more about Kotlin.

An Introduction to Aikido Mastering the Basics Through Proper Training (English translation of Aikido book)

2020-03-02

This book has a greater number of sequence photographs than other books.
on aikido techniques previously published this will help beginners to understand what they need to pay attention in mastering basic movements it also has many close up photographs and photographs taken from some different angles which i hope will make techniques more understandable it will also be of great help to instructors in charge of beginners and children the basics explained in this book constitute the fundamentals of aikido techniques therefore you have to keep practicing them even after you are promoted to higher ranks i hope this book will help you to check what you have learned by observing your instructor s demonstrations at your dojo and thereby improve your skills preface before you start training nage waza nage katame waza katame waza developing kokyu ryoku aikido and the aikikai public utility foundation brief personal records of successive doshus ?? mitsuteru ueshiba was born on june the 27th 1981 the 56th year of the showa era as a grandson of morihei ueshiba he started working for the aikikai foundation and in 2015 became the director of the hombu dojo of aikido

The Basics of Corset Building

2014-04-08

think of a corset as a blank canvas linda sparks the basics of corset building a handbook for beginners is a comprehensive guide to building your first corset including section one tools and materials for corset building discusses the tools you ll need plus types of steel plastic and textiles
section two building a corset everything you need to know about working with bones and busks setting grommets and eyelets and creating a beautifully finished corset section three construction techniques covers all the steps including making a modesty panel making a mock up and building single layer double layer and fashion fabric corsets section four alterations and fit discusses commercial corset patterns as well as how to fit and style a corset for exactly the look you want

Language

1995

language the basics is not a textbook it does not attempt to provide a comprehensive introduction to the subject instead it gently introduces beginning students and general readers to the study of language written in an engaging and entertaining style this book provides an overview of the key topics and an explanation of the basic terms and ideas language the basics encourages the reader to think about the way language works and look again at some popular misconceptions about language and what linguists do an ideal book for all school college and university students and an essential purchase for anyone who’s been accused of splitting an infinitive
Brilliant at the Basics

in this book we show you the systems and tools that we use to take your business further than we have taken ours in this book we share our recipe for success what we like to call our secret sauces our secret sauces take an ordinary transaction and move it into an extraordinary moneymaker just by mastering the basics of the business we are going to teach you how to be brilliant at the basics peter vekselman joe mccall
World History

2011

written by one of the founders of the field and addressing all of the major issues world history the basics is both an ideal introduction to world history and an important statement about the past present and future of the field

Terrorism: The Basics

2011-02-28

terrorism the basics is an ideal starting point for anyone interested in one of the most discussed written about and analysed aspects of modern life common misconceptions are dispelled as the authors provide clear and jargon free answers to the big questions what does terrorism involve who can be classified as a terrorist what are terrorists trying to achieve who are the supporters of terrorism can there ever be an end to terrorist activity these questions and more are answered with reference to contemporary groups and situations allowing readers to relate theory to what they have seen on the news written with clarity and insight this book is the perfect first book on terrorism
for students of all levels

Education

2011

this is a lively and engaging introduction to education as an academic subject taking into account both theory and practice covering the schooling system the nature of knowledge and methods of teaching it analyses the viewpoints of both teachers and pupils

Just the Basics of English Grammar

2014-07-23

just the basics of english grammar teaches only the most common and necessary grammar rules in clear easy to understand language each section is followed by several exercises and answer keys so you can practice the concepts and polish your writing skills many grammar workbooks are not
only overpriced but tend to overwhelm readers with long explanations or dwell on uncommon exceptions to the rules just the basics of english grammar provides an affordable minimalist approach to teaching sentence correctness and style topics covered in this workbook include sentence fragments run on sentences punctuation shifts in tense faulty parallelism wordy sentences tips for improving style and more

**MRI: The Basics**

2012-03-28

now in its updated third edition mri the basics is an easy to read clinically relevant introduction to the physics behind mr imaging the book features large size legible equations state of the art images instructive diagrams and questions and answers that are ideal for board review the american journal of radiology praised the previous edition as an excellent text for introducing the basic concepts to individuals interested in clinical mri this edition spans the gamut from basic physics to multi use mr options to specific applications and has dozens of new images coverage reflects the latest advances in mri and includes completely new chapters on k space parallel imaging cardiac mri and mr spectroscopy
**The Basics of Selection**

1997

graham bell an internationally recognized evolutionary biologist has written a simple text that avoids mathematical arguments or technical details while giving a rigorous introduction to the field. The book is organized as a series of short sections each designed to make a particular point and illustrated whenever possible by experimental results.

**Christianity: The Basics**

2014-07-11

Christianity the Basics is a compelling introduction to both the central pillars of the Christian faith and the rich and varied history of this most global of global religions. This book traces the development of Christianity through an exploration of some of the key beliefs, practices, and emotions which have been recurrent symbols through the centuries. Christ, the kingdom of heaven, and sin, baptism, eucharist, and prayer, joy, divine union, and self-denial encompassing the major epochs of Christian history, and examining the unity and divisions created by these symbols. Christianity the Basics is
both a concise and comprehensive introduction to the christian tradition

**Nikon Z6: An Easy Guide to Learning the Basics**

2018-12-04

Nikon corporation since its inception in the early 1900 s has become one of the key players in the production of electronic and photographic devices the mega company is now responsible for the manufacture of some of the trendiest and most efficient cameras now on the market in its quest to maintain its place in this dynamic field nikon has created and launched another digital camera the latest in the digital line of cameras from nikon comes in the form of the mirror less z6 the new camera was launched in mid 2018 and has received accolades for performance as well as new features

**Volleyball: Learn The Basics The History, The Rules and How To Play in 30 Minutes by Marcus B. Cole**
hard work beats talent when talent doesn't work hard discover the exciting world of volleyball with the new volleyball learn the basics the history the rules and how to play in 30 minutes book this concise guide offers an in depth look into the exhilarating sport of volleyball and will give you a strong foundation for understanding and playing the game this engaging book starts with the brief history and origin of volleyball charting the game's evolution from its early inception to its modern day popularity it then delves into the basic rules and objective of the game clearly outlining the fundamental principles that govern the sport next you'll explore the equipment chapter where you'll understand the importance of various volleyball gear learn about volleyball net and court dimensions volleyball ball types and sizes and essential gear for players this section offers a comprehensive guide to the equipment that shapes the game once equipped with this knowledge the fundamentals of volleyball chapter will guide you through the basic skills for serving passing setting hitting blocking and digging detailed descriptions and tips on techniques for footwork hand positioning and body positioning will get you up and moving in no time further the strategies and game play section is packed with insights into offensive and defensive strategies team dynamics and communication and scoring and game formats this will enable you to understand the tactical aspects of the game and will help in developing your strategic thinking skills on the court the guide also features a chapter on advanced techniques and training offering you insights on advanced skills such as jump serving jump hitting and jump blocking this along with strength and conditioning exercises to improve performance and tips for improving your gameplay and taking your skills to the next level will provide you with the tools needed to progress your volleyball capabilities finally
get inspired with the famous players chapter providing a snapshot of volleyball's most influential figures their accomplishments and their impact on the sport volleyball learn the basics the history the rules and how to play in 30 minutes is perfect for beginners looking to understand and engage with volleyball as well as intermediate players seeking to enhance their knowledge and skills grab your copy today and immerse yourself in the exciting world of volleyball table of contents brief history and origin of volleyball basic rules and objective of the game equipment volleyball net and court dimensions volleyball ball types and sizes essential gear for players fundamentals of volleyball basic skills for serving passing setting hitting blocking and digging techniques for footwork hand positioning and body positioning strategies and game play offensive and defensive strategies team dynamics and communication scoring and game formats advanced techniques and training advanced skills such as jump serving jump hitting and jump blocking strength and conditioning exercises to improve performance tips for improving your gameplay and taking your skills to the next level famous players have questions comments get another book free

The Basics of Bioethics

2019-10-18

the basics of bioethics fourth edition offers an easy to follow introduction to this dynamic field intended for healthcare professionals teachers students and anyone interested in bioethics
accessible and enjoyable for readers of all backgrounds the book contains numerous cases including ones that recently have dominated international headlines to help anchor the broader discussion the text is suitable for use in short courses in schools of medicine nursing and other health professions continuing professional education various undergraduate departments and adult education chapters are organized around common moral themes in order to help readers understand the values and other connections that tie together different positions in bioethics this fourth edition adds a new chapter on alternative frameworks in bioethics including narrative ethics and casuistry feminist approaches care ethics and virtue ethics due to significant advances in genetics and reproductive possibilities this new edition devotes a full chapter to each the combined teaching research and clinical experience of the two authors helps make this edition current with the evolving field of bioethics while still embedding the major issues in a systematic framework that allows readers easily to navigate the larger field key changes to the fourth edition an added chapter on new and emerging approaches in bioethics including those based on virtue ethics casuistry and narrative ethics feminist ethics and care ethics updates throughout the book based on developments in ethical theory and new medical research revisions and updates to the learning objectives key terms bibliographies and urls the addition of multiple recent case studies including jahi mcmath an undocumented patient who needs a rule bent a pediatrician who turns away unvaccinated patients a minor eligible for pediatric bariatric surgery a daughter suing a hospital for non disclosure of her father s huntington s diagnosis crispr edited newborn babies
this book is a survey of symbolic interaction in thirteen short chapters it traces the history the social philosophical roots the founders movers and shakers and evolution of the theory symbolic interactionism the basics takes the reader along the exciting but tortuous journey of the theory and explores both the meta theoretical and mini theoretical roots and branches of the theory symbolic interactionism or sociological social psychology traces its roots to the works of united states sociologists george hebert mead charles horton cooley and herbert blumer and a canadian sociologist erving goffman other influences are harold garfinkel s ethnomethodology and austrian american alfred schutz s study of phenomenology symbolic interactionism basics explores the philosophical sources of symbolic interactionism including pragmatism social behaviorism and neo hegelianism the intellectual origins of symbolic interactions can be attributed to the works of william james george simmel john dewey max weber and george herbert mead mead is believed to be the founder of the theory although he did not publish any academic work on the paradigm the book highlights the works of the intellectual heirs of symbolic interactionism herbert blumer mead s former student who was instrumental in publishing the lectures his former professor posthumously with the title symbolic interactionism erving goffman and robert park
The Basics of Digital Forensics

2014-12-09

the basics of digital forensics provides a foundation for people new to the digital forensics field this book teaches you how to conduct examinations by discussing what digital forensics is the methodologies used key tactical concepts and the tools needed to perform examinations details on digital forensics for computers networks cell phones gps the cloud and the internet are discussed also learn how to collect evidence document the scene and how deleted data can be recovered the new second edition of this book provides you with completely up to date real world examples and all the key technologies used in digital forensics as well as new coverage of network intrusion response how hard drives are organized and electronic discovery you ll also learn how to incorporate quality assurance into an investigation how to prioritize evidence items to examine triage case processing and what goes into making an expert witness the second edition also features expanded resources and references including online resources that keep you current sample legal documents and suggested further reading learn what digital forensics entails build a toolkit and prepare an investigative plan understand the common artifacts to look for in an exam second edition features all new coverage of hard drives triage network intrusion response and electronic discovery as well as updated case studies expert interviews and expanded resources and references
The Basics of Crystallography and Diffraction

2015

this book provides a clear and very broadly based introduction to crystallography light x ray and electron diffraction a knowledge which is essential to students in a wide range of scientific disciplines but which is otherwise generally covered in subject specific and more mathematically detailed texts the text is also designed to appeal to the more general reader since it shows by historical and biographical references how the subject has developed from the work and insights of successive generations of crystallographers and scientists the book shows how an understanding of crystal structures both inorganic and organic may be built up from simple ideas of atomic and molecular packing beginning with two dimensional examples of patterns and tilings the concepts of lattices symmetry point and space groups are developed penrose tilings and quasiperiodic structures are also included the reciprocal lattice and its importance in understanding the geometry of light x ray and electron diffraction patterns is explained in simple terms leading to fourier analysis in diffraction crystal structure determination imageformation and the diffraction limited resolution in these techniques practical x ray and electron diffraction techniques and their applications are described a recurring theme is the common principles the techniques are not treated in isolation the fourth edition has been revised throughout and includes new sections on fourier analysis Patterson maps direct methods charge flipping group theory in crystallography and a new chapter on the description of physical properties of crystals by tensors chapter 14
The Basics of Public Budgeting and Financial Management

the basics of public budgeting and financial management brings budgetary theory and practice together filling the void between the two that has existed in the field of budgeting and public finance. This book bridges the gap by providing students with applications and exercises that reinforce budgetary theory. These exercises are the key to ensuring that students leave the classroom with knowledge and marketable skills. Specifically, students will be exposed to basic budget and finance concepts, but more importantly, they will complete assignments where they apply the information in various settings for example, creating tax structures, conducting a financial management plan, risk assessments, cost-benefit analysis, and so on. This handbook also shows students how to best utilize tools that allow them to visually display budgets and other budgetary data. Students will gain the solid foundation needed to begin work in a budget office while the original purpose of the book is the same. The third edition of the book provides a few new thematic sections as well as homework questions and classroom assignments that reinforce the topical areas. The ancillary materials make the process very easy for an instructor to organize their lectures around thematic areas. The book is a must-read for instructors who are considering a course that introduces students to budgeting and finance and those who want students to learn the basic components of budgeting and financial management.
Your Voice

2016-08-15

your voice the basics features material previously published in your voice an inside view second edition 2012 along with significant new material the book might be viewed as the condensed version of the original text since its original publication in 2004 your voice has become the most widely used primary textbook in voice pedagogy courses throughout the united states and canada but a great number of teachers and students have asked me to provide something that was a bit less dense something that really focused on the basic elements of anatomy physiology vocal resonance voice analysis and vocal health

Modernism

2017

modernism the basics provides an accessible overview of the study of modernism in its global dimensions examining the key concepts history and varied forms of the field it guides the reader through the major approaches outlining key debates to answer such questions as what is
modernism how did modernism begin has modernism developed differently in different media how is it related to postmodernism and postcolonialism how have politics urbanization and new technologies affected modernism with engaging examples from art literature and historical documents each chapter provides suggestions for further reading histories of relevant movements and clear definitions of key terminology making this an essential guide for anyone approaching the study of modernism for the first time

Corporate Finance: The Basics

2017-08-31
corporate finance the basics is a concise introduction to the inner workings of finance at the company level it aims to take the fear out of corporate finance and add the fun in presenting the subject in a way that is simple to grasp and easy to digest its aim is to explain and demystify the essential ideas of corporate finance avoiding the heavy use of maths and formulae the calculations and figures in the book are purely to illustrate fundamental concepts appealing to readers common sense rather than stretch their ability to do number crunching topics covered include financial statements through the corporate finance lens how to make investment decisions cash versus profit net working capital management how to determine the value of a business through the use of a subject map this book explains how the key components of the subject are connected with each
other strengthening the reader s understanding this book is the ideal introduction for anyone looking for a short yet scholarly overview of corporate finance

The Basics of Tragedy. How Film Musical Dramas reflect social issues

2021-09-01

master s thesis from the year 2021 in the subject english language and literature studies literature grade 2 5 university of cologne englisches seminar ii language english abstract the master thesis is divided into five chapters the first is dedicated to the theoretical concepts and aristoteles motives that form tragedy also william shakespeare s classic romeo and juliet is going to be mentioned briefly thus it is the foundation for the narration of west side story and its relation the second chapter focuses on the concept of the american dream and the theoretical background of migration to the us and the aspiration of living a new prosper life in the us also the juvenile crime conflicts that occurred in the late 50s and early 60s in the us moreover the racial problems that captivated society in that specific period besides a major aspect is going to be the historiography of the puerto rican immigration to the us and how much it influenced west side story which is why there will also be an intensive illustration of the topic of migration and representation of minorities in media and
how the movies work with stereotyping based on the three film examples from its modern
influenced and ballet like choreography to its unique score and its subject themes of gang fights
immigration and love the story of west side story seems to have been very progressive for
audiences at the time and the topic of teenage gang fights and culture clashes was particularly
accurate west side story inspired by romeo and juliet is about pre dominantly two teenage
protagonists maria and tony who are being lost in the jungle in the mecca of america new york city
the metropolis of modernity both are pushed into their misery through the hate of race to this very
day not only the story but the film has become one of the biggest film musical dramas in the history
of movies according to barrios on broadway west side story scored a significant hit and became
even more immortal on screen it was a movie different from anything that had come before when
west side story opened on broadway in 1957 it caused a massive sensation and became the
attraction in the world of musical theatre many americans had seen shakespeare adapted for the
broadway stage before according to andrea most west side story was a musical based on one of
shakespeare s tragedies that has drew the conventions of both musical comedy and of
shakespearean tragedy it tested boundaries of both genres ultimately inhabiting a hybrid form
ideally suited to express the tensions and social concerns of 1950s american liberal culture
get cooking with this beginner s reference that covers essential equipment kitchen staples illustrated techniques and easy recipes this is a handbook for the starter cook ingredients and techniques are listed alphabetically for quick and easy reference and it provides the basic methods and techniques for dealing with vegetables fruits meat fish poultry grains legumes breads and pasta with advice on how to clean store prepare and cook each entry line drawings illustrate techniques such as dicing slicing coring fruit and rubbing in fat and where appropriate a very simple recipe such as a basic broth or pie is included which allows the reader to develop the skills demonstrated entries also cover simple but easily forgotten information such as how to poach an egg and at what temperature to roast a chicken

The Basics of Process Improvement

unlike other books that promote a specific process and performance improvement discipline this book shows organizations how to achieve success by fixing basic operational issues and problems using a broad and wide sweeping process based toolkit in addition it helps individuals who have worked in stale or siloed thinking enterprises make the tra
The Beginner's Pocket Guide to Horses and Ponies

2024-01-31

do you want to learn about horses but don’t want to read long books that are filled with too much information that can be overwhelming look no further horses are a dream for many people whether we want to love on them ride them own them or all the above we seem to be drawn to horses many people are intimidated by the size of these beautiful creatures another challenge is where to start to learn about horses this book is short to the point and will give you a good overview and basic introduction to horses what’s included in this pocket guide to horses an introduction to horses and what they eat how to keep them healthy safety around horses definitions of horse related terminology getting started with horse riding this book skips all the fluff and just gets down to the basics so you are not overwhelmed with too much data as you begin your journey with horses if you are curious about horses and want to learn more about them without being overwhelmed then scroll up and click the buy button see you inside

Archaeology: The Basics

2015-05-15
now in an updated third edition archaeology the basics provides a straightforward and engaging introduction to the world of archaeology this book answers key questions about how and why we practice archaeology and examines the theories and themes underpinning the subject fully updated this new edition includes a wide range of examples and new material on key growth areas including evolutionary approaches in current archaeology the archaeology of landscape and place the impact and value of archaeology conflict archaeology and the politics of the past with 12 new illustrations four new boxes and additional case studies this text is essential reading for all those beginning to study archaeology and anyone who has ever questioned the past

TOEIC????????????????

2006-04-01

text research methods the basics is an accessible user friendly introduction to the different aspects of research theory methods and practice structured in two parts the first covering the nature of knowledge and the reasons for research and the second the specific methods used to carry out effective research this book covers structuring and planning a research project the ethical issues involved in research different types of data and data quality analysing and organising data to draw sound conclusions writing up and displaying data in effective ways text complete with a glossary of key terms and guides to further reading this book is an essential text for anyone coming to
research for the first time and is widely relevant across the social sciences and humanities

Research Methods

2011

this textbook provides students with the background knowledge and skills necessary to begin using the basic functions and features of z vm version 5 release 3 it is part of a series of textbooks designed to introduce students to mainframe concepts and help prepare them for a career in large systems computing for optimal learning students are assumed to be literate in personal computing and have some computer science or information systems background others who will benefit from this textbook include z os professionals who would like to expand their knowledge of other aspects of the mainframe computing environment this course can be used as a prerequisite to understanding linux on system z after reading this textbook and working through the exercises the student will have received a basic understanding of the following topics the series z hardware concept and the history of the mainframe virtualization technology in general and how it is exploited by z vm operating systems that can run as guest systems under z vm z vm components the z vm control program and commands the interactive environment under z vm cms and its commands z vm planning and administration implementing the networking capabilities of z vm tools to monitor the performance of z vm systems and guest operating systems the rexx programming language
and cms pipelines security issues when running z vm

**Introduction to the New Mainframe: z/VM Basics**

2008-01-10

identify your goals and be determined towards achieving it many people have this perceptions that they cannot achieve their goals in life they think that they can never achieve their goal and have the fear to fail before achieving it this book has all secret about how to achieve your goal without any hindrance read this book to know more

**Ways to Get Your Goal**

2015-01-06

through techniques tips and trusted recipes mastering the basics baking will guide both the novice cook and the competent baker who wishes to extend their skills through the basics of baking and
beyond from indulgent chocolate cake and melt in the mouth citrus scented biscuits to scottish shortbread french macarons and traditional sponge cake this collection of reliable recipes is presented in an aspirational yet very approachable design step by step photography and a useful basics chapter that contains all the building blocks techniques and basic recipes provide extra help to ensure success every time the oven is turned on also in the series mastering the basics pasta mastering the basics desserts and mastering the basics pies tarts pastries

Mastering the Basics: Baking

2013-03-01

jermaine jenkins has written a very savvy and practical guide to teach and remind everyone the basics areas of life they need to be focused on to become and remain successful in life jermaine does not recall one person taking the time to teach him about credit scores taxes college etc so he pours his heart into this book to educate others in success starts here jermaine teaches and explains the importance of all these subjects jermaine gives simple examples of how not having a college degree or trade could affect your income over a lifetime he gives information on how to attend college for free and receive a good income paying job immediately after graduating from college jermaine explains the importance of public speaking and why americans should be searching for a career instead of a job success starts here is a life style changing book it teaches
and reminds everyone of all income classes about the little things that will make your life and career successful this book will change your thinking in a very positive way

**Success Starts Here**

2012-06-28

you’re no idiot of course you know that the joy of fishing comes with skill patience and the right equipment you can get yourself to the water and relax but when it comes to baiting your hook and casting your cares away you feel like a minnow swimming with the sharks don’t throw back your angling ambitions just yet the complete idiot’s guide to fishing basics second edition gives you the essentials for a successful fishing expedition whether you’re heading for the local creek or the high seas in this complete idiot’s guide you get an emergency fishing guide to help get you started immediately the lowdown on tackle hooks lines sinkers and more all the right moves to feel hook play and land your catch the bottom line on what you’ll need and need to do if you want to flyfish saltwater fish or fish in still waters
learn russian in 4 simple steps with living language complete russian the basics you'll start by 
learning words and then you'll progress to phrases sentences and conversations this simple four 
step building block approach will have you speaking with confidence right from the beginning and 
you'll be able to learn gradually and effectively if you're confident in your pronunciation then this 
coursebook includes everything you need vocabulary grammar culture and practice but you can 
also use this book along with the four hours of recordings included in the living language complete 
russian the basics compact disc package which also includes a handy learner's dictionary this 
comprehensive coursebook includes 40 step by step lessons practical vocabulary and authentic 
everyday usage simple explanations and plenty of examples supplemental sections including e 
mail and internet resources a comprehensive grammar reference section
eastern philosophy the basics is an essential introduction to major indian and chinese philosophies both past and present exploring familiar metaphysical and ethical questions from the perspectives of different eastern philosophies including confucianism daoism and strands of buddhism and hinduism this book covers key figures issues methods and concepts questions discussed include what is the self is human nature inherently good or bad how is the mind related to the world how can you live an authentic life what is the fundamental nature of reality throughout the book the relationships between eastern philosophy western philosophy and the questions reflective people ask within the contemporary world are brought to the fore with timelines highlighting key figures and their contributions a list of useful websites and further reading suggestions for each topic this engaging overview of fundamental ideas in eastern philosophy is valuable reading for all students of philosophy and religion especially those seeking to understand eastern perspectives

Eastern Philosophy

2013

this text provides readers with a comprehensive study of the mechanics of cell biology that aligns with core curriculum requirements in science topics covered range from the different types of cells plant and animal eukaryote and prokaryote and stem cells to the components of the cell such as the cell wall dna and plasma to cell locomotion and the cell cycle including cell division mitosis and
meiosis finally the topic of cancer when cells divide uncontrollably is addressed in conclusion the title offers a biography section of the pioneers of dna research francis crick rosalind franklin and james watson whose research led us to understand the structure of dna along with authoritative content this title offers eye catching and informative images and illustrations to help keep readers engaged

The Basics of Cell Biology

2013-07-15

are you passionate about food and dream of becoming a chef if so the basics to becoming a chef a beginners guild to being a professional chef is your ultimate guide to embarking on a culinary journey that will take you from the basics to mastering the art of cooking in this comprehensive and inspiring book you will discover the secrets to becoming a successful chef whether you re a beginner in the kitchen or an aspiring culinary professional let s delve into the delicious details of what you ll find within the pages of this culinary masterpiece
teach yourself programming starting with the basics and progressing to a series of exciting projects using kotlin one of today's hottest programming languages this book starts with the absolute basics and then introduces just enough syntax to get into some fascinating projects these include text processing a statistical analysis of jane austen's novels solving anagrams and working with palindromes image processing cropping and resizing images and pixel transformation and computer vision finding digits parsing images and reading speed signs the projects are developed in tiny steps and complete solutions are provided some of these projects include core data science concepts giving you skills in one of the most important areas of modern programming along the way you'll cover functional programming object oriented programming oop refactoring and writing unit tests after reading learn to program with kotlin you'll come away with practical insights and code to get you started right away with programming using kotlin for your own projects what you will learn gain the basics of kotlin using the intellij java ide implement oop with kotlin along with unit testing and code refactoring using a series of text related projects harness functional programming with kotlin by building an image processing library write software to locate and read speed signs in photos who is this book for anyone who wants to learn how to program or code from scratch also great for experienced programmers who want to know more about kotlin
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